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Periodic high discharge events flush suspended sediments from the Susquehanna 
River and Conowingo Dam reservoir into the upper Chesapeake Bay, which extends 
from the mouth of the Susquehanna River to the Bay Bridge near Annapolis, MD. 
Sediment characteristics in the surface layer of the upper Bay and changes in these 
characteristics with varying river discharge and distance downstream are not well 
known. In order to develop an integrated understanding of surface layer sediment 
dynamics, several in-situ data sets were examined at the Bay head and downstream 
along the Bay’s center channel, providing data on the spatial and temporal variability 
of suspended particle characteristics including concentration, settling speed, bulk 
density, and size. It was found that particles are entirely disaggregated at the Dam, 
later aggregating to a limited extent down Bay, and that downstream characteristics 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
At the head of the Chesapeake Bay is the mouth of the Susquehanna River, 
which is responsible for 50% of the Chesapeake Bay’s freshwater during a typical 
year (Langland et al., 1995) and consequently a substantial contributor of sediments 
and nutrients to the Bay (Langland, 2009). The Susquehanna is subject to periodic 
high discharge events that result in ecologically damaging sediment and nutrient 
fluxes into the Chesapeake Bay (Cronin et al., 2003; Langland & Cronin, 2003). The 
largest estuary in North America, the Chesapeake Bay is over 320 km in length, 
supports hundreds of species of fish, shellfish, and crabs, and has a 166,000 km2 
watershed (Figure 1.1) that extends through six states (Chesapeake Bay Program, 
2020a, 2020b). As such, the Chesapeake Bay estuary and its watershed are of 
economic, ecological, and cultural importance, and are well studied and frequently 
the subject of political discourse and regulation. 
North of the Bay, 16km upstream on the Susquehanna River, is the 
Conowingo hydroelectric dam (Figure 1.2). This valued asset to Maryland’s power 
grid was established in 1928, but at the cost of disrupting sediment transport to the 
Chesapeake Bay (Langland, 2009); dam reservoirs act as a trap for sediments and 
particulate nutrients and pollutants, as they provide a comparatively low velocity 
environment that promotes deposition of suspended particles. However, because an 
inverse relationship exists between cross-sectional surface area and flow velocity, as 
these reservoirs fill with sediments, flow increases and sediment trapping efficiency is 




deposition of larger, faster settling sediments is typical, while smaller particles are 
able to remain in suspension and transport downstream (Langland, 2009; Langland & 
Cronin, 2003). Additionally, smaller particles can carry more nutrients (Gibbs et al., 
1971; Lee & Wiberg, 2002), and so are responsible for greater contributions of 
particulate Phosphorus transport and ecological degradation downstream (Hainly et 
al., 1995; Horowitz et al., 2012). The Conowingo reservoir is estimated to be at 
virtually full sediment storage capacity, and exists in a state of “dynamic equilibrium” 
(Langland, 2015). In such a state, the reservoir is near capacity until scour events 
(river discharge of >300,000 cfs) evacuate sediment from the reservoir, thereby 
availing storage volume for sediment trapping until it again meets capacity (Hirsch, 
2012; Langland & Cronin, 2003). 
Scientific interest in these scour events and Bay ecosystem response has been 
consistent for nearly half a century, ever since high river discharge and high sediment 
concentrations resulting from Hurricane Agnes in 1972 decimated populations of Bay 
species. Ecological fallout from this storm and other environmental threats prompted 
the establishment of the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s 
Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP) which later enacted the 2010 Total Maximum Daily 
Load (TMDL) under the Clean Water Act. The TMDL outlined restrictions for 
industry and the public on sediment and nutrient inputs in order to improve the 
ecosystem in the Chesapeake Bay (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 
2020). The following year saw Tropical Storm Lee, the largest storm to hit the bay 
since Agnes. In the aftermath of Tropical Storm Lee, which was responsible for 39% 




a popular National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) satellite image 
depicting an opaque, brown sediment plume extending over 150km from the head of 
the Chesapeake Bay (Figure 1.3) illustrated the extent of these scour events for the 
broader public. Consequently, increased public and scientific attention has been 
drawn to the transport dynamics of suspended sediments in Chesapeake Bay. 
Among these studies have been many involving the Chesapeake’s Estuarine 
Turbidity Maximum (ETM), a region of convergent flow at the limit of the 
gravitational circulation of fresh surface water and saline bottom waters in the upper 
Bay (Sanford et al., 2001; Schubel, 1968). The Bay’s ETM serves as the secondary 
defense against sediments that managed to escape the Conowingo Reservoir, as the 
complex physical dynamics present in this region also act as an effective sediment 
trap at low to moderate flows (Sanford et al., 2001). A combination of turbulent 
action and the introduction of ionically charged salts and organic material increase the 
number of collisions and the stickiness of particles, allowing suspended sediments to 
aggregate rapidly, by a process called flocculation, into larger particles called flocs 
that settle quickly out of the water column (Sanford et al., 2005; Van der Lee, 2000). 
The Susquehanna River alone is responsible for 87% of freshwater discharge 
(Schubel & Pritchard, 1986) and 83% of organic and inorganic particulates entering 
into the upper third of the Bay (Biggs, 1970), and so the Susquehanna and upper Bay 
systems are closely coupled (Schubel & Pritchard, 1986). Despite decreasing trends 
in sediment and nutrient export from the Susquehanna watershed since the 1980s, 
sediment and phosphorus inputs to the Bay have shown increasing trends since the 




reaching its capacity and being unable to continue to effectively trap sediments 
(Langland & Cronin, 2003; Zhang et al., 2013). Of the combined contribution by the 
nine largest Chesapeake tributaries, discharge from the Susquehanna is estimated to 
be responsible for ~92% of the rise in trend of suspended sediments and ~68% of the 
rise in trend of nutrients (Zhang, Hirsch, & Ball, 2016). An isolated, and more 
concerning, comparison of the Susquehanna’s anticipated annual suspended sediment 
and nutrient (Total Phosphorus) loads after reaching Conowingo reservoir sediment 
storage capacity estimate increases of 150% and 50% respectively (Langland & 
Cronin, 2003). 
While much of this knowledge is derived from robust long-term records of 
river discharge and suspended sediment and nutrient concentrations, sediment 
characteristic data that could indicate settling behavior and the fate of these sediments 
is scarce. Compounding this issue, the data from extreme events like Tropical Storm 
Lee and Hurricane Agnes are limited, so the magnitude of scour and fate of those 
sediments in the estuary are relatively unknown (Zhang, Hirsch, & Ball, 2016). 
Furthermore, the effect of moderate, more frequent scour events on the estuary and 
the characteristics and transformation of sediments from these events is uncertain. 
To better understand the impact of storm events and Susquehanna discharge in 
general on the upper Bay, it is necessary to better understand Susquehanna sediments’ 
fate and the processes that govern it. The following three chapters report the details 
and findings from three different but related investigations of the spatial and temporal 
transformation of suspended sediments that escape the Conowingo reservoir, and 




through the upper Chesapeake Bay. The first investigation involves sediments at the 
Conowingo Dam, while the following two explore sediments in the surface layer of 
the upper Bay, an area extending from the bay head at Conowingo Dam to the Bay 
Bridge near Annapolis, MD. These latter two investigations focus solely on the 
surface layer over the shipping channel, as sediments here are likely to be from recent 
Susquehanna sediments rather than from shoreline erosion or resuspension (Langland 
& Cronin, 2003). 
Of particular interest are measures of suspended sediment concentration, 
settling speed, grain size, and bulk density with distance downstream. While there is 
an established relationship between Susquehanna discharge and sediment 
concentration, it is unclear what relationships exist between these parameters and 
sediment settling speed and distance. This thesis investigates variation in these 
sediment characteristics in order to better predict the fate of Susquehanna sediments 





Figure 1.1. Map of the Chesapeake Bay watershed where thin black lines mark major 
inland rivers and thick black lines mark state borders. The Susquehanna River 







Figure 1.2. Aerial photos of the Conowingo Hydroelectric Dam and reservoir during 
typical (top, Photo Credit: Will Parson, Chesapeake Bay Program) and high (bottom, 






Figure 1.3. NASA satellite image of a sediment plume over 150 km in length 
extending from the Susquehanna River in the North to far downstream in the 






Chapter 2: Upstream Particle Characteristics and Response to 
Susquehanna River Flow 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The impact of nutrient-laden sediments from the Susquehanna River on 
certain areas of the Chesapeake Bay vary under different river flow conditions due to 
the influence of flow rates on sediment transport. Under typical flow conditions, the 
Estuarine Turbidity Maximum (ETM) of the upper Bay traps 70-100% of 
Susquehanna sediments (Biggs, 1970; Donoghue et al., 1989; Schubel & Pritchard, 
1986), but transport and settling fate is less certain during high river flow conditions. 
This uncertainty is due in part to lack of data but also to vastly different sediment 
fates observed during relatively similar high flow events (Sanford et al., 2001). The 
disparity in sediment fate of two similar events is suspected by Sanford et al. (2001) 
to be caused by seasonal changes in particle settling speeds. During an early fall 
event, Sanford et al. (2001) observed large, fast settling clusters of fine particles that 
would have settled much more slowly if they were disaggregated, like the fine 
disaggregated particles observed much further downstream in a late winter event.  
Chesapeake Bay sediment transport models aim to forecast downstream 
sediment fates that best match historical observations. Settling speed is the most 
influential factor governing sediment transport, but there is considerable variability in 
settling speeds used for model inputs (e.g. Cerco et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2013; Liu 




for particle settling speed of sediments entering the upper Bay, and therefore the 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) disaggregated particle grainsize data from 
their Conowingo Dam monitoring station may be particularly useful for the 
formulation of a characteristic settling speed;  USGS water quality data and other 
particle size data is commonly used in formulation of particle settling speeds in upper 
Bay sediment transport models (e.g. Cerco et al., 2013, Cheng et al., 2013; Palinkas et 
al., 2014). However, it is reasonable to question if these disaggregated particle values 
are truly representative of the sediments passing through the dam, as particles have 
been known to aggregate in freshwater riverine conditions (Guo & He, 2011). It is 
also unclear whether potentially aggregated particles break apart when passing 
through Conowingo Dam’s hydroelectric turbines. A simple solution used to produce 
more realistic model outcomes is to adjust sediment settling speed inputs until 
accurate results are produced (e.g. Cerco et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2013, Palinkas et 
al., 2014). Despite the region’s history of frequent flood events that scour faster 
settling reservoir bed materials, the models often do not account for changes in 
settling speed under different flow conditions, and at most consider only very limited 
changes in particle size distribution or in resuspension (e.g. Park et al., 2008). This 
chapter will investigate the settling behavior and physical characteristics of lower 
Susquehanna suspended sediments under various, but predominantly high, flow 
conditions. This will uncover how fast sediments actually settle at the Conowingo 
Dam, whether settling speeds are dissimilar to what can be estimated from USGS 
disaggregated particle size data, and if settling speeds change when passing through 





2.2.1 Owen Settling Tube Analysis 
In order to describe particle characteristics of suspended sediments entering 
the upper Bay, suspended particles from water sampled at the Conowingo Dam 
during river discharge events exceeding 100,000 (cfs) were analyzed for settling 
speed and mass contribution. Due to infrequency of high flow events during the field 
program, samples for settling speed analysis were collected on just seven days across 
a total of three high flow events. The settling speed procedures used were similar to 
those first described by Owen (1976) and later modified by Malpezzi et al. (2013) 
that use bottom withdrawal settling tubes (Figure 2.1) and accompanying analysis to 
measure particle settling speed. These experiments operate on the assumptions that 
the column of water within the tube is initially still and has a uniform distribution of 
sediment particles in suspension, and that these particles are non-uniform in 
characteristics and thus will settle at various rates. Samples are drawn from the 
bottom of the tube at geometrically spaced intervals, providing a snapshot of the 
particles that settled during that interval. Samples drawn from the bottom of the tube 
early on in the experiment would be mostly comprised of fast settling particles, while 
progressively later samples would be mostly comprised of progressively slower 
settling particles. 
Sampling for Owen settling experiments occurred at similar times on each of 
the seven dates using 5 L carboys provided by the University of Maryland Center for 
Environmental Science (UMCES). Personnel from AECOM, an engineering company 




two spill gates on the reservoir side of the dam. USGS personnel collected 5 L 
samples from the turbine outlets on the southwest side of the dam, working from the 
dam’s catwalk where they have historically sampled. On four of the seven days, 
USGS also collected samples for their own disaggregated particle sizing procedures 
(Guy, 1969), as part of their multi-decadal water quality database (Table 2.1). The 5 L 
samples were promptly transferred to an on-site lab for settling speed experiments, 
usually within an hour. In the event of short delays, samples were refrigerated to 
inhibit flocculation.  
Owen settling speed experiments employed a slightly modified version of the 
settling tube described in Malpezzi et al. (2013), the only modification being the use 
of a reflective bubble wrap jacket instead of a water jacket. The time period in which 
samples are taken was extended from 80 min to as much as 111 min, which allows for 
the settling of finer particles that are typical of the lower Susquehanna River and the 
reservoir (Cronin et al., 2003; Hobbs et al., 1992). The number of sampling intervals 
was increased to 10, which allows for finer resolution but also limits the amount of 
material available for analysis, which can be problematic when sediment 
concentrations are low. The settling tubes were flushed with deionized water, drained, 
and plugged before each experiment. Carboys were shaken to re-suspend any 
sediment that may have settled since sampling, and then the contents were poured 
into the settling tubes. Settling tubes were immediately capped to prevent 
contamination from dust, marking the start of timed sampling intervals (time 0). At 
the time of each interval, samples were drawn from the bottom of the settling tube, 




interval of each experiment (111+ min), it was attempted to avoid sampling the last 
few milliliters of water; This water often contains an artificially high concentration of 
buoyant particles, and so it is preferable to exclude this from the final sample 
(Malarkey et al., 2013). Immediately after each sample withdrawal, the sample is 
measured for volume and then filtered under gentle vacuum using either 0.7 μm 2.5 
cm glass fiber filters or 1.5 μm 14.2 cm membrane filters, depending on sample 
concentration. Filters had previously been labeled and weighed by UMCES Horn 
Point Lab Analytical Services, to whom we returned the sample filters for processing 
following their TSS standard operating procedures (United States Environmental 
Protection Agency, 1979). 
Settling tube experiment data was analyzed using an Excel spreadsheet 
implementation of Owen (1976) techniques, published in supplemental materials 
accompanying Malpezzi et al. (2013), that calculates frequency distribution (a 
fraction of total sediment mass) and particle settling speed. Calculating sample 
settling speed, a measure of fall distance over time, is complicated by the decreases in 
water column height with each withdrawal. However, Owen’s method uses the 
observed changes in particle mass and other properties to approximate their 
distributions as a function of settling speed. Spreadsheet inputs include sample 
volume, time, sediment mass, and a static measure of the settling tube’s horizontal 
cross-sectional area (Figure 2.2).  
The spreadsheet also produces a number of plots describing the distribution 
(Corrected Cumulative Fraction, Frequency (%)) of settling speeds (ws), including 




fine and non-settling particles are typically a substantial fraction of sediment 
composition in this area (Cronin et al., 2003; Hobbs et al., 1992), and so it is 
important to assign it a reasonable ws value for consideration in this analysis. A speed 
of <0.015 mm/s is shown in Figure 2.2 for the final sample containing non-settling 
particles, as this is the slowest resolvable settling speed of particles that take less than 
111 min to settle the 1 m maximum depth of the settling tube. Some of the 111+ min 
concentration values are artificially high due to human error in attempting to exclude 
the last few milliliters of highly concentrated non-settling particles. However, the data 
analysis procedures correct for this error.  
Settling tube data was also analyzed using a curve-fitting Matlab 
implementation of Owen (1976) techniques (Malarkey et al., 2013) developed for use 
with Owen settling tube data. Like the Malpezzi (2013) spreadsheet, this Malarkey 
(2013) Matlab analysis calculates values of frequency distribution (F(ws) (%)) of 
settling speed (ws), and produces associated plots, but with additional physical 
constraints that control the curve-fit to the cumulative fraction of suspended sediment 
over time. The Matlab analysis also expands upon the spreadsheet analysis by 
extrapolating the distribution of the substantial non-settling fraction of sediments 
found in the final sample, which is otherwise represented by one large spike in 
sediment contribution (0.75) of the slowest settling particles in the Malpezzi (2013) 
spreadsheet analysis (Figure 2.4). The Malarkey (2013) Matlab method yields a 
smoother fit to the settling speed distribution by fitting a polynomial curve to the data 
and basing the rest of the calculations on that function (Figure 2.5). The integral 




mass contributed by non-settling particles. Not much investment should be put in the 
high resolution extrapolations at the slower end of the settling range, as these 
estimations are well beyond the physical limits of the final sampling interval. 
Preliminary comparisons of the two Owen analyses show similar distribution 
of sediment mass, but with the Matlab analysis appearing to have much greater range 
and resolution despite being based on the same set of data (Figure 2.6). This 
difference is due to the Matlab analysis extrapolating settling speeds at both the very 
high and very low ends of the range, and so the techniques agree very reasonably at 
the shared middle range of settling speeds. The comparison of these two curves also 
revealed that sediments could adequately be described as belonging to one of four 
settling speed classes: <0.01 mm/s, 0.01-0.2 mm/s, 0.2-2 mm/s, and >2 mm/s (Figure 
2.6). The slowest settling class threshold, <0.01 mm/s, was selected based on settling 
speeds of the typical next to last interval samples. Sediment contribution (MF) and 
settling speed (ws) values from each Owen procedure are binned by settling class, and 
a mean settling speed is calculated for each class, weighting each individual speed by 
its associated mass fraction and summing over all estimates in each category 
(Appendix 1). The settling classes provide a consistent format for comparison of 
results between particle characteristic data that may differ in sampling and analysis 
methods. 
2.2.2 USGS Particle Size Analysis 
 
The USGS has a number of long-term water quality monitoring sites across 
the United States, one of which is at the Conowingo Dam, site USGS 01578310. On 




suspended sediment samples at Conowingo Dam for standard particle size analysis 
(Guy, 1969). The resulting disaggregated particle size mass contribution data can be 
found within the USGS National Water Information System (NWIS) online database, 
a record of daily river discharge (cfs) and periodic lab water quality sampling for a 
variety of parameters, namely Total Suspended Solids (TSS, mg/L) and disaggregated 
particle diameter (mm, μm), dating back to the 1970s. Between 1979-2016 there are a 
total of forty samples at Conowingo with a complete set of disaggregated particle 
size, TSS, and river discharge data; four of these samples coincide with Owen 
sampling dates during 2015-2016. Approximating settling speed for these samples 
can avail data similar to Owen outputs from a greater number and magnitude of 
flows, albeit a less certain and indirect measure of settling speed. 
USGS NWIS sediment characteristic data from the four shared sampling dates 
was analyzed to fit the four settling classes. The standard methods for USGS grain 
size analysis are described in Guy (1969); the key detail being that sediment particles 
were disaggregated prior to sizing analysis. The resulting data are a measure of 
cumulative percent mass of sediments finer than a series of 10 particle sizes, with 
particle size thresholds measured by a combination of sieve diameter (1 mm, 0.5 mm, 
0.25 mm, 0.125 mm, and 0.0625 mm or 62.5 μm) and fall diameter (31 μm, 16 μm, 8 
μm, 4 μm, and 2 μm). The difference in cumulative percent mass yields mass 
contributions for each interval between size thresholds. Assigned to each interval is a 
single characteristic grain size value equivalent to the average of lower and upper 




approximate average size of 1 μm is assigned. A characteristic settling speed for each 







∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑑2                  (2.1) 
and using the approximate large particle expression of Soulsby (1997) (2.2) for 









− 1]                 (2.2) 
where s = ρp / ρ, ρp is particle density, ρ is fluid density, v is fluid kinematic viscosity, 
and d is particle diameter.  
 Estimating settling speed using particle size and Stokes Law is incidentally 
the inverse of the USGS procedures for finding mass contributions for the five 
smallest particle size thresholds (≤31 μm). The resulting settling speed and mass 
fraction data was then sorted into settling class in the same manner as the Owen data 
(Appendix 1). Historical USGS disaggregated particle size data from all forty samples 
were also processed for later discussion involving corresponding USGS daily river 
discharge values from a long-term daily monitoring program at Conowingo Dam 
(Appendix 2). Per-class settling speed and mass fraction values for the four same-date 
USGS data were then statistically compared to Owen counterparts (Figure 2.7) to test 
for significant difference between datasets (Appendix 3).  
Same-date, per-class, mass fraction values for the three settling analyses 
(Excel, Matlab, USGS particle size) and two sampling locations (Spill gate, Catwalk), 
henceforth referred to as five ‘methods’, are compared in Matlab using Kruskal-




methods were statistically significant. Kruskal-Wallis is a valid way of applying 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for a non-Gaussian population (The MathWorks, 
1993). The test compares our method data sets, such that each set is individually 
compared to each other set, to determine if all possible combinations of method-
comparisons agree with 95% certainty (p-value <0.05). Multiple Comparisons shows 
more detailed results from Kruskal-Wallis tests, revealing which specific method-
pairings, if any, caused a disagreeing Kruskal-Wallis test result.  In additional 
Kruskal-Wallis and Multiple Comparisons tests, method data sets were grouped by 
settling class, allowing more specific identification of the circumstances under which 
methods may disagree, if at all. This is especially important for isolating outlier 
classes or methods that might otherwise cause the methods to appear dissimilar. 
Comparing the methods overall on these four dates allows for a small, but statistically 
significant, sample size of 16 values per method type. However, testing between 
methods by settling class have only 4 samples per comparison, so it is reasonable to 
consider these per-class results with more scrutiny.  
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
The range in sediment concentrations (11-118 mg/L) sampled on the four 
dates was considerably larger than the range of flows (107,000-171,000 cfs) observed 
during this time. And although TSS concentrations increased with increasing flow in 
general, the left hand plot of Figure 2.8 shows significant variability in concentrations 
between samples from similar flows. USGS TSS values were always higher than the 




spill gate location (Figure 2.8), despite USGS also sampling at the catwalk. This 
reflects the slight losses in material from excluding the last few milliliters of water 
during the final Owen sampling interval, which is done to avoid buoyant particles and 
particles that stick to the tube walls during the experiment. However, these losses do 
not seem to affect the relative settling distributions of the overall sample (Malarkey et 
al., 2013; Malpezzi et al., 2013). Despite the higher USGS catwalk TSS values, Owen 
spill gate samples tended to have slightly higher TSS values than Owen catwalk 
samples (Figure 2.8). Palinkas et al. (2019) describes a positive power law 
relationship between TSS and flow at the Conowingo dam, and the observed TSS 
values cluster around this trend line, with particularly strong agreement at lower 
flows.  
On the four shared sampling dates, mass fractions for different settling speed 
categories varied only slightly across the five methods. Compared to mass fraction 
values from the Owen tube Matlab analysis, mass fraction values from the Owen tube 
spreadsheet analysis appeared to be slightly higher for the slowest settling particle 
category (<0.01 mm/s) and slightly lower for the second slowest category (0.01-0.2 
mm/s). Mass fraction values for USGS disaggregated particle size data were 
consistent with results from both Owen tube analyses, tending to split any differences 
between them (Figure 2.9). For the range of flows sampled in this analysis, 
approximately 70% of particles settled slower than 0.01 mm/s, 25% settled between 
0.01-0.2 mm/s, 4% settled between 0.2-2 mm/s, and 1% settled faster than 2 mm/s.  
Despite these minor visual differences, statistical analysis showed no 




dates (Appendix 3); when doing the same comparisons between data within a specific 
a settling category, only the fastest settling category (>2 mm/s) showed significant 
differences between some methods across all four dates (Appendix 3). The lack of 
significant difference indicates that settling speed estimates based on USGS particle 
sizing are representative of actual settling speed distributions. These findings also 
imply that particles passing through or over the dam face either become, or already 
are, effectively disaggregated by the energetic turbulent flow conditions found there.   
Significant statistical agreement between empirical and estimated settling 
speed values justifies the further analysis of all available USGS disaggregated grain 
size data (Appendix 2). Over the 37-year period from 1976-2016, forty samples had 
complete sets of grain size, TSS, and river discharge data for which sampled flows 
ranged from 14,800-592,000 cfs, and TSS from 17-2,980 mg/l. The characteristic 
settling speeds for the four categories, defined as the average of all samples' weighted 
average settling speed in that category, were 0.005 mm/s, 0.068 mm/s, 1.175 mm/s, 
and 17.941 mm/s, respectively. The left hand plot of Figure 2.10 shows an 
exponential fit of the 37-year TSS and flow data that is similar to other established 
relationships between TSS and flow at Conowingo (e.g. Palinkas et al., 2019, Cheng 
et al., 2013). The slightly higher values in the 37-year trend could be due to the 
addition of new data that was not included in Palinkas et al. (2019). In accordance 
with four-date USGS data clustering around the Palinkas et al. (2019) curve, the right 
hand plot of Figure 2.10 shows reasonable agreement between four-date Owen data 




Classifying USGS disaggregated particle size data by estimated settling speed 
into the four categories and then pairing with USGS daily average river discharge 
data reveals the relative effect of flow on each category’s contribution to total 
sediment mass (Figure 2.11). The linear fits for each class’s contribution to the total 
mass shown in Figure 2.11 sum to 1, as they must to conserve mass. As Susquehanna 
River discharge increases, the fraction of total mass contributed by the slowest 
settling speed category decreases and the fraction of the middle two categories show a 
slight increase. The fastest settling category also experiences slight increases, but 
even at the highest flows it only contributes a small fraction (<2%) to total mass. The 
changes in mass contribution by settling categories is likely the result of faster river 
flow being capable of suspending larger particles.  
 Numbering the categories by increasing settling speed, with 1 being the 
slowest and 4 being the fastest, the linear fits for the 37-year data seen in Appendix 2 
and in Figure 2.11 are (2.3), 
𝑓1 = −5.41 ∗ 10
−7 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 + 0.863               (2.3a) 
𝑓2 = 2.47 ∗ 10
−7 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 + 0.131               (2.3b) 
𝑓3 = 2.39 ∗ 10
−7 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 + 0.006               (2.3c) 
𝑓4 = 5.53 ∗ 10
−8 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤                (2.3d) 
Average settling speed per category for the 37-year data is shown in Appendix 2. 
Using these average settling speeds, a mass-weighted average particle settling speed 
(ws,ave) across all categories is calculated as,   
𝑤𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑒 = ∑ 𝑓𝑖𝑤𝑠,𝑖
4




Sand-sized grains contribute only a small portion of total suspended particle mass, so 
ws,ave is calculated again using only the first three settling categories; mass fractions 
for the fourth settling category in Appendix 2 and the values of f4 in (2.3d) are 
redistributed evenly across the three remaining categories, such that mass fractions 
and equations still sum to 1, in order to conserve mass. Mass-weighted average 
settling speed is susceptible to skew by the very small but very fast settling fraction of 
sand sized particles in the fourth settling class, which leads to major increases at 
higher flows, as seen in Figure 2.12; The ws,ave that includes the sand fraction 
increases greatly at above average river flows (~38,000 cfs) in comparison to the 
sand-exclusive values. 
Approximate cumulative settling speed distributions at incrementally greater 
flows are shown in Figure 2.13, beginning at a settling speed of 0.0001 mm/s which 
corresponds to particles small enough to meet the common operational definition of a 
dissolved substance (<0.45 μm). The cumulative plot assumes an even distribution of 
material settling at speeds slower than the characteristic settling speed of the first 
particle class (0.005 mm/s), after which values are calculated using the linear best-fit 
equations from Figure 2.11 (2.3a-d). The curves in Figure 2.13 intersect the dashed 
horizontal 0.5 contribution line at the median settling speed (ws50) of Conowingo 
sediments at respective levels of river flow. Median settling speed is sometimes 
reported in sedimentation studies because it is less susceptible to skew, and because 
of the assumption that material settling slower than 0.005 mm/s is evenly distributed, 
it can be linearly approximated for the various flow and sand conditions. The red box 




flows with and without sand; This shows that the median settling speed is virtually 
unchanged by the sand fraction and by flow, ranging from 0.003 to 0.004 mm/s. 
Figure 2.12 shows a sand-inclusive weighted average settling speed of 0.069 
mm/s at 38,000 cfs, and shows that exclusion of the sand fraction yields a much 
smaller ws,ave value of 0.032 mm/s at the same rate of flow. This large difference is 
due to the small fraction of sand sized particles having settling speeds large enough to 
skew the average upwards. Palinkas et. al (2014) suggests that sand sized particles at 
Conowingo settle so quickly that they are unlikely to be transported beyond the 
Susquehanna Flats, a shallow area populated by aquatic vegetation located at the 
mouth of the Susquehanna River where it opens up to the head of the Bay, so it would 
be reasonable to ignore the sand fraction when identifying settling speeds that are 
characteristic of Conowingo sediments flowing into the upper Bay. 
Table 2.2 lists the median (ws50) and weighted average (ws,ave) settling speeds 
both with (Sand) and without (No Sand) the sand fraction, and also lists the difference 
between the median and weighted average values ( ws) as well as the difference 
between the sand inclusive and exclusive values ( Sand). Median settling speeds 
with and without sand are much lower than their weighted average counterparts 
across the five flow conditions; sand exclusive median settling speeds (ws50 No 
Sand) range from 0.003-0.004 mm/s while sand exclusive weighted average settling 
speeds (ws,ave No Sand) ranged from 0.026-0.179 mm/s. These median speeds are 
considerably lower than the slowest resolvable settling speed from the Owen tube 
experiments (0.015 mm/s). This is reasonable as all but two of the forty samples in 




particles in the slowest (non-resolvable) settling category (<0.01 mm/s), so the 
median settling speed from these particular data can only be less than that which can 
be measured. Median settling speed’s resistance to skew by the sand fraction is 
reflected in Table 2.2, where sand inclusive and exclusive weighted average settling 
speeds across the five flows saw differences (row  Sand, column ws,ave) of 0.019-
0.485 mm/s, whereas the change in settling speed by sand for median settling speed 
(row  Sand, column ws50) across the five flows only ranged from 0.000001-
0.000006 mm/s.  
The distinction between weighted average and median settling speeds with 
and without the sand fraction for these data has serious implications for the purposes 
of sediment transport modelling in the Chesapeake Bay. The settling speed values 
used in the models mentioned in Chapter 2.1 are the result of calibrating the models 
until the chosen settling speed yielded results that compare reasonably to observed 
transport (e.g. Cerco et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2013; Liu & Wang, 2014; Palinkas et 
al., 2014; Park et al., 2008). Model settling speed values across various particle 
classes used ranged from 0.001-3.3 mm/s with both the median and mode value being 
0.03 mm/s, and the settling speeds of the just the finest particle class of each model 
ranging from 0.001-0.012 mm/s and averaging 0.009 mm/s. The settling speeds of 
model particle classes overall are more similar to the ws,ave values than the ws50 
values from this investigation, and the speed of the finest particles were at least twice 
as fast as any ws50; this may indicate that ws,ave is a more reasonable representation of 




These models’ settling speed values are generally very slow, which agrees 
with both this investigation and with Sanford et al. (2005), as these found that the 
majority of material coming from the Dam and of disaggregated material from 
downstream flocs belongs to the clay fraction. There is a clear and significant 
influence by river flow on particle settling speed at the Dam, and Palinkas et al. 
(2019) recently found that using 4-class, flow-dependent values (like those derived 
here) significantly improved predictions relative to earlier modeling studies. Using 
more particle size classes, like those in Figure 2.11, and including the effect of river 
flow on settling speeds in Bay transport models, like in Palinkas et al. (2019) would 
be preferable but not always practical. However, it is still possible to select a settling 
speed for the typical Susquehanna particle that incorporates the influence of river 








Sampling at Conowingo Dam 
 
Note. Sampling dates (row 1) and locations (rows 2 and 3) for settling experiments 
and USGS particle sizing at Conowingo Dam (row 3). Sampling is represented by ‘y’; 
blanks indicate no sampling occurred. 
  
Date 4/13/2015 4/22/2015 4/23/2015 4/24/2015 2/26/2016 2/27/2016 2/28/2016
Catwalk y y y y y y y
Spill gate y  y y y y y
USGS y   y y  y
River
Flow (cfs)






Weighted average and median settling speeds for 37-year USGS data 
 
Note. All values shown are in mm/s. Values in the last row display additional 
decimals to the first significant digit. 
  
ws,ave ws50  ws ws,ave ws50  ws ws,ave ws50  ws ws,ave ws50  ws ws,ave ws50  ws
Sand 0.046 0.003 0.072 0.003 0.149 0.003 0.342 0.003 0.664 0.004
No Sand 0.027 0.003 0.033 0.003 0.052 0.003 0.100 0.003 0.179 0.004
 Sand 0.019 0.039 0.097 0.242 0.4850.000001 0.000003 0.00001 0.00002 0.00006
0.043 0.069 0.146 0.339 0.660
0.024 0.030 0.049 0.096 0.175





Figure 2.1. The settling tube apparatus used in this analysis equipped with two 
settling tubes insulated with reflective bubble wrap. Containers used for collecting 






Figure 2.2. Screenshot of the Maplezzi (2013) analysis spreadsheet for the spill gate 
water sample on April 13th, 2015. A myriad of values are automatically calculated 
using settling tube experiment inputs (columns A through D), including settling speed 
(column P) and mass fraction (column Q). Note. Early on in this investigation, a 
minor spreadsheet error ultimately resulted in the ws and conc distr values of the 
second to last April 13, 2015 spill gate and catwalk samples being approximately 
10% larger than true experimental value. This error was not discovered until after the 







Figure 2.3. Plots of sediment contribution during the 10 settling intervals from the 
Malpezzi (2013) spreadsheet for the spill gate water sample on April 13th, 2015. 







Figure 2.4. Fraction of total sediment (Frequency (%)) settling faster or slower than 
0.015 cm/s (left) and concentration (TSS (mg/L)) of sediment settling faster or slower 






Figure 2.5. Malarkey et al. (2013) script’s plot output for percent of total sediments 
(F(ws)) versus settling speed (ws). The six leftmost dots represent extrapolated details 






Figure 2.6. Comparison of mass fraction and settling speed values from Excel and 
Matlab analyses for the spill gate water sample on April 13th, 2015. Vertical lines 





Figure 2.7. Mass contribution by settling speed class for the various sampling 






Figure 2.8. TSS values from Owen location spreadsheet outcomes. USGS particle 
size analysis outcomes sampled on or around the seven Owen sampling days (left). 
TSS for the three sampling regimes (Owen spill gate, Owen catwalk, USGS catwalk) 






Figure 2.9. Settling class mass fractions for the five analysis methods of Owen and 
USGS data on the four shared sampling dates. Note. Differences between methods 






Figure 2.10. TSS and river discharge values and exponential fit of 37-year USGS 
data at Conowingo compared to similar established relationships (left). Exponential 
fit of 37-year USGS data compared to four-date Owen TSS values (right). Note. 








Figure 2.11. Per-class mass contributions by flow at Conowingo Dam for 37-year 
USGS data. Note. These figures are similar to those published in Palinkas et al. 






Figure 2.12. Weighted average settling speed (ws,ave) including (blue) and excluding 
(green) the fraction of sand-sized particles (settling class 4) plotted by river discharge 
on a semi-log scale. The red triangle marks the long-term average Susquehanna River 






Figure 2.13. Cumulative mass fraction contributed by particles settling at certain 
speeds (logarithmically spaced and class characteristic settling speeds) under five 
flow conditions for the 37-year USGS disaggregated particle size data. The top plot 
shows sand-inclusive values, while the bottom plot shows sand-exclusive values. The 
intersections with the 0.5 fraction line (black, dashed) represent the median settling 
speed. The red box highlights the narrow range of median speeds across all flows, 









Under typical flow conditions, Susquehanna freshwater extends about 40 km 
down Chesapeake Bay from the river mouth at Havre de Grace, MD, further in the 
surface layer than in the bottom layer, though there is not a fixed distance due to 
fluctuations in freshwater flow and wind (Sanford et al., 2001). Until this point 
downstream the water column is well mixed and fresh, but this is where two-layered 
circulation develops as freshwater from the Susquehanna first meets with the 
saltwater intrusion at the limit of the estuarine circulation (Sanford et al., 2001; 
Schubel & Pritchard, 1986). The area of fresh to salt transition usually coincides with 
Chesapeake Bay’s estuarine turbidity maximum (ETM), an area characterized by high 
turbidity and sediment trapping, the surface layer downstream of which is about 5 m 
thick with a sharp pycnocline separating it from the lower layer (Sanford et al., 2001). 
The surface layer becomes gradually saltier with distance downstream of the ETM 
due to upward transport from the saline lower layer (Schubel, 1968). In the days 
following major storm events in the Susquehanna watershed, large sediment plumes 
can develop due to the massive loads of sediment being flushed downstream as noted 
in Hirsch (2012) and studied and modeled in Palinkas (2014) and Cheng (2013). The 
large volume of freshwater being discharged into this relatively narrow part of the 




the ETM tens of kilometers downstream or bypassing it entirely (Langland & Cronin, 
2003; North et al., 2002; Sanford et al., 2001). 
Surface layer Total Suspended Solids (TSS) concentrations typically decrease 
with distance downstream in the Bay due to settling, but levels are elevated near the 
ETM (Sanford et al., 2005; Schubel, 1968).  Under typical conditions, the ETM 
serves as an effective sediment trap, leading to markedly increased concentrations of 
settling particles in the region of near-bottom flow convergence where freshwater and 
saltwater meet (Sanford et al., 2001; Schubel, 1968). Suspended particles tend to 
aggregate into clusters called flocs in the ETM, which settle faster and promote 
trapping (Sanford et al., 2005). Flocculation can occur in freshwater (Guo & He, 
2011), but the formation of flocs is facilitated by the presence of sticky organic 
material and ionic charge in saltwater; when particles are in close proximity or collide 
under such conditions, molecular attraction and polymeric binding allow multiple 
small primary particles to package themselves into one larger floc with a low density 
open structure (Cartwright, 2011). Thus, the high TSS saline waters of the ETM make 
for an ideal location for flocculation, as these are the factors most important for 
particle aggregation (Mehta et al., 1989). Flocculation further increases the loss of 
suspended sediment from the surface layer downstream of the ETM, as it allows the 
small buoyant particles to aggregate into larger, faster settling particles and sink 
(Sanford et al., 2005). However, the fractal structure of flocs inherently causes larger 
particles to contain a larger fraction of water, and so these particles sink much more 




Building on Chapter 2, this chapter seeks to describe the changes in particle 
characteristics, especially size, density, and settling speed, of suspended sediments in 
the upper Chesapeake Bay. A retrospective analysis of research cruise data from 
studies in 2001-2002 and 2007-2008 is done in order to characterize sediment settling 
behavior at various points within the upper Chesapeake Bay. A series of 
measurements of suspended particle parameters describes spatial distributions of 
sediment characteristics throughout the upper Bay. Suspended sediment concentration 
(TSS, mg/L), settling speed (ws, mm/s), median grain size (d50, m), and effective 
particle density (bulkD, g/cm3) reveal the state of flocculation at different points 
downstream. This reanalysis focuses on the surface layer of the upper Bay, assessing 
the characteristics of suspended particles under a variety of river flow conditions, and 
comparing observed behaviors to expected behaviors. 
 
3.2 Methods 
This investigation aims to identify changes in suspended particle 
characteristics and settling behavior in the surface layer of the upper Bay through 
reanalyzing historical water quality and sediment characteristic data from upper Bay 
field studies carried out during the 2000’s. These studies, named Bio-physical 
Interactions in the Turbidity Maximum (BITMAX) (2001-2002) & BITMAX II (2007-
2008) focused on the role(s) of the ETM in promoting trophic transfers starting with 
detrital and nutrient loads from the watershed through bacterioplankton, 
phytoplankton, and zooplankton to anadromous fish larvae. The key component of 




replicate axial transects of the upper Chesapeake Bay, following the deep center 
channel, that collected depth profiles of particle characteristics and water quality 
parameters at a series of fixed stations between the Bay Bridge at Annapolis, MD and 
the head of the Bay near Havre de Grace, MD. Data were collected, analyzed, and 
archived from throughout the water column, but the primary physical feature of these 
studies was the near bottom convergence in suspended particle transport that defines 
ETMs (Malpezzi et al., 2013; Sanford et al., 2005; Sanford et al., 2001). In contrast, 
the present analysis examines the archived surface layer data from the axial cruises to 
examine changes in downstream transport.  
All cruises included two axial transects of the upper Bay, during which the 
ship’s primary Conductivity, Temperature, and Depth (CTD) frame, equipped with a 
Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry (LISST-100C) particle sizing 
instrument, and standard optical turbidity instrumentation, as well as a hose for 
obtaining pumped suspended sediment samples, were deployed at each of the thirteen 
stations along the deep channel in the upper Bay. While the vessel was stopped at 
each axial station, deploying the instrumentation to collect the vertical profiles of 
multiple water quality parameters, suspended sediment samples were collected for 
calibration of the turbidity sensors.  
The particle sizing instrumentation, a Sequoia Scientific LISST 100-C, 
samples at a rate of 5 Hz (data is logged at a rate of 1 Hz) can detect particles ranging 
in size from 2.5-500 m (equivalent to scattering at 0.04-7.5º in water) at resolutions 
based on 32 logarithmically spaced intervals, and ranging in concentration from 1-




is biased towards the lower middle range of the detection spectrum, and the range and 
resolution of concentration detection limits is dependent on median particle diameter. 
At too low of sediment concentrations, size distributions can appear noisy, while in 
too high of concentrations the lower end of the distribution can appear degraded. 
Critically, during these cruises, concentrations did not reach either extreme and so 
size distributions are unlikely to be degraded or distorted by much noise.  
Sensor calibrations and LISST data processing followed standard procedures 
as described in Sanford et al. (2005), from which useful outputs include volume 
concentration (L/L) of particles in thirty-two size bins spaced geometrically between 
2.5-500 m and percent transmission converted into TSS (mg/L). These data were 
further processed to yield estimates of median particle size (d50) and particle bulk 
density (bulkD, ρb), which is a derived measure that includes the density of the water 




 .                                                 
Figure 3.1 is a product of the original BITMAX analyses, which visualizes the 
final form of the parameters from BITMAX processing: TSS, d50, bulkD, total 
volume concentration, volume concentration > 66.5 m, and volume concentration 
<66.5 m. Of the axial survey parameters presented in Figure 3.1, this investigation 
will involve TSS, salinity, d50, and bulkD. The derived bulkD and d50 were used to 
estimate a median settling speed (ws50), just as in Chapter 2, but instead using ρb in 
place of ρΡ in the expression of specific gravity (s), such that s = ρb / ρ.  
Predicated on Owen sampling events from Chapter 2, only data from axial 




selected for reanalysis. Of these data, nine axial surveys remained, all of which were 
from cruises that took place during the spring freshet, a consistently occurring high 
river discharge event responsible for 50% of the Susquehanna’s annual sediment 
input into the upper Bay (Schubel & Pritchard, 1986). Pycnocline depth at each 
station was visually identified using a depth grid overlay on the salinity contours of 
cross-sectional axial plots in order to isolate surface layer data from the overall axial 
cruise data (Figure 3.2). 
Average salinity, average temperature, and median particle property values 
were then calculated for the surface layer at each station and later used to calculate 
upper Bay surface layer averages and medians for the nine axial surveys (Table 3.1). 
Figure 3.3 shows an example of the axial distributions of particle properties and their 
median values for all surface layer samples on April 15, 2007, also shown in Figure 
3.1. Plots of all axial survey distributions used for this analysis are presented in 
Appendix 4.  
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
The salinity structures and TSS seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are similar, with 
notably higher TSS concentrations in the vicinity of the ETM. Median particle size 
near the ETM is approximately 50 μm, and bulk densities in the surface layer appear 
to range from about 1.05-1.2 g/cm3, which is much lower than the density of a solid 
mineral particles of ~2.65 g/cm3. The steep increase in grain size near the middle of 
the pycnocline combined with particularly low particle densities might at first appear 




artifact produced by the LISST as it passes through a very sharp density interface 
(Styles, 2006). However, since the threshold for isolating surface layer data is at the 
top of the pycnocline, these anomalies are excluded from the analyses.  
In most cases, particle size distributions from throughout the water column 
were bimodal with peaks around 2.5-50 m and 250 m; often these peaks were 
skewed towards the smaller sizes with tails at the coarser ends. However, in the 
surface layer there is only one substantial peak in particle size distributions (at or 
below 50 m) that is generally skewed far left, with distributions again tailing 
towards the coarser ends; in some cases, there are hints of the former second peak that 
appear as a slight bump in distribution at ~250 m. 
Across all nine surveys reanalyzed in this investigation (Table 3.1, Figure 3.3, 
and Appendix 4), there were no apparent universal patterns for changes in particle 
characteristics with distance downstream among the distributions. Conversely, the 
most notable feature of these surface layer isolations is the amount of variability 
between surveys, despite some being sampled just days apart during the same 
research cruise. The variability seen is greater than what can be explained solely by 
source variability in the suspended solids at Conowingo Dam, despite the fact that the 
Susquehanna River is responsible for the vast majority of sediment delivery to the 
upper Bay (Schubel & Pritchard, 1986). 
It could be reasoned that patterns can be still be found in these upper Bay 
profiles, but in short segments; in Figure 3.3 at 42-49 km river distance, there is a 
minor decrease in d50 in concert with a large increase in bulkD (so an increase in the 




TSS. This is a pattern entirely consistent with flocs settling out of the surface layer, 
although this pattern is also only apparent over the short distance between just two 
axial stations. 
The lack of more persistent patterns in particle characteristic changes with 
distance could be the result of the conditions that influence flocculation, such as 
salinity, temperature, time elapsed, and availability of sticky organic material (Mehta 
et al., 1989), varying irregularly with distance downstream or in response to 
Susquehanna river flow (Sanford et al., 1994). Trends could also be obscured by 
different settling processes occurring simultaneously e.g. Cartwright (2011), who 
observed large low density flocs forming more quickly than denser primary particles 
were able to settle out.  
Figure 3.4 compares the relationship between median TSS and ws values 
across all surveys, showing that lower TSS is well-correlated to higher settling 
speeds, which is reasonable, as faster settling particles are more likely to settle out of 
the surface layer resulting in lower concentrations.  
The relationships between the particle characteristic properties of settling 
speed, diameter, and density are particularly important for investigating the 
prominence of flocculation at various points downstream. Excess density is floc bulk 
density minus the density of water, or excessD = bulkD - ρ, which controls whether a 
particle will float or sink. Normalizing by the density of water, such that sb= bulkD / 
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where wsf and df are the settling speed and diameter of a floc, respectively. 
Winterwerp (2002) showed that, 





                  (3.2) 
where D3 is the floc fractal dimension.  From these relationships, it can be shown 
(Hill & McCave, 2001) that, 





                  (3.3) 
where wsr and dr are the settling speed and diameter of a reference disaggregated 
particle. These relationships reveal that in regions where flocculation is dominant, the 
floc fractal dimension controls the relationships between d50 (=df), bulkD, and ws50 
(=wsf). Sanford et al. (2005) found that in the lower layer of the upper Chesapeake 
Bay, the fractal dimension of flocs is about 2, which predicts that settling speed will 
increase linearly with diameter because floc density decreases as diameter -1. These 
relationships revert back to standard Stokes settling for solid particles, for which 
D3=3. 
Figure 3.5 further shows comparisons between the particle characteristic 
properties. Median particle sizes detected downstream by the LISST ranged from 20-
120 μm, sizes comparable to silts and fine sands but much larger than the clay sized 
particles observed at the dam in Chapter 2. Additionally, excess densities seen range 
from 0.05-0.25 g/L, which is far less than the expected density of a solid mineral 
particle of about 1.65 g/L. The left plot of Figure 3.5 implies D3=2.24, and the right 
plot of Figure 3.5 implies D3=2.36, so there is a consistent indication that the fractal 




The fractal non-solid particle behavior illustrated in Figure 3.5 strongly 
suggests that the increases in size and settling speed that are allowing sediments to 
settle out of the surface layer are the result of flocculation. Sanford et al. (2005) found 
particle fractal dimensions were about 2 throughout the lower layer in the upper Bay, 
which indicates that the surface layer has more non-flocculated particles than the 
lower layer. This is reasonable, as flocculation can still continue in the lower layer, 
and because the lower layer typically has higher concentrations of aggregate particles 
due primarily to resuspension of pelleted bottom sediment (Schubel, 1968). This is 
also in agreement with surface layer particle size distributions, which were heavily 
dominated by the finer range of detectable particle sizes. 
Further evidence of the flocculation of smaller particles coming over the dam 
as they move downstream in the upper estuary is provided in Figure 3.6, which shows 
an image from a particle imaging camera that was deployed in freshwater at the 
northernmost station during an axial survey in April 2007. A number of large flocs as 
well as many smaller flocs are clearly apparent in Figure 3.6, however, due to the 
minimum resolution of the imaging camera being 30 m, it is possible that there are 
other much smaller particles present but not visible.  
From this investigation, it is abundantly clear that flocculation of the 
disaggregated particles is responsible for the settling of fine sediment particles as they 
move down Bay. However, as sediments flocculate and settle out of the surface layer, 
it reduces the sediment concentration and thus the rate of flocculation in the surface 
layer with distance downstream. As the rate of flocculation slows, the clay particles 




settling particles (Sanford et al., 1994; Schubel, 1971; Scientific Technical Advisory 






Upper Chesapeake Bay surface layer average and median values 
 
Note. Values presented are for BITMAX I & II survey data sampled above the 
pycnocline. 
  
5/7/2001 5/8/2001 5/14/2001 5/11/2002 5/13/2002 4/9/2007 4/15/2007 5/8/2007 5/14/2007
Median TSS (mg/L) 22.4 23.1 18.3 7.3 12.9 29.1 32.9 9.9 18.4
Median d50 (m) 44.1 24.0 31.0 119.6 64.5 49.9 40.5 128.5 64.8
Median BulkD (g/cm
3
) 1.209 1.206 1.231 1.126 1.092 1.133 1.117 1.057 1.085
Median ExcessD (g/cm
3
) 0.209 0.206 0.231 0.126 0.092 0.133 0.117 0.057 0.085
Median ws (mm/s) 0.220 0.070 0.150 0.970 0.240 0.190 0.100 0.410 0.180
Avg. Pycnocline Depth (m) 5.7 6.2 4.2 4.6 6.1 7.1 6.6 3.8 5.0
Avg. Salinity (psu) 4.1 3.2 4.2 3.7 4.8 1.9 2.1 1.9 1.4
Avg. Temperature (
o





Figure 3.1. Cross-sectional contour plots of a BITMAX II axial survey taken on April 
15, 2002. Panels shown are of TSS and LISST-derived particle parameters, with 








Figure 3.2. Cross-section of salinity (thin black lines) and TSS (coloration) from a 
BITMAX I axial survey taken on May 13, 2002. A depth grid overlay of blue (1m) 
and red (5m) horizontal lines is used for identification of surface layer depth. River 






Figure 3.3. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on April 15, 2007. Blue circles represent all sample data, 






Figure 3.4. Surface layer average TSS at different surface layer median settling 






Figure 3.5. Median settling speed (ws50) by median diameter (d50) (left), and median 
excess density (s-1) by median diameter (d50) (right) of particles in the surface layer 






Figure 3.6. Image of suspended aggregated floc particles captured in situ at the 





Chapter 4: Particle Mass Downstream and Response to 
Susquehanna River Flow 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Dams interrupt downstream sediment transport in rivers, leading to trapping 
of sediment in the reservoirs immediately upstream (Langland & Cronin, 2003). Over 
time the accumulation of sediments alters the reservoir’s bathymetry, gradually 
reducing the cross-sectional area for water flow (Langland & Cronin, 2003) and 
causing a proportional increase in flow velocity in order to conserve water mass. 
Eventually reservoirs reach a state of sediment infill such that heightened flow 
velocities prohibit further settling, allowing virtually all suspended sediments to pass 
downstream (Langland & Cronin, 2003). It has generally been accepted that the 
Conowingo Dam’s reservoir is nearing its sediment storage capacity since the 1990’s 
(Langland, 2009; Zhang et al., 2013), but it is difficult to pinpoint an exact date 
because the Conowingo reservoir exists in a state of dynamic equilibrium; frequent, 
high discharge events scour the Conowingo reservoir’s bed sediments, which 
temporarily increases the reservoir’s cross-sectional area and allows for further 
trapping of sediments (Langland & Cronin, 2003).  
Due to the effect of river flow on the ability of particles to remain in 
suspension long enough to escape the reservoir, and also due to the change in particle 
characteristics with flow shown in Chapter 2, it is important to analyze settling of 
sediment downstream with consideration to Susquehanna River discharge. This 




to draw conclusions about sediment settling, and because of this it is important to 
note that the Chesapeake Bay has a low background Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 
concentration which is comprised of very fine and less aggregated particles that settle 
too slowly to settle out of suspension (Sanford et al., 1994; Schubel, 1971; Scientific 
Technical Advisory Committee, 2007) that is uniformly distributed throughout the 
water column (Schubel & Biggs, 1969). Sanford et al. (1994) found that sediment 
concentrations fell rapidly to 7 mg/L following elevated Susquehanna flows, then 
varying from 4-8 mg/L in response to changes in salinity due to both Susquehanna 
flow and proximity to the Estuarine Turbidity Maximum (ETM). For purposes of this 
investigation, we will assume a constant background concentration of 7 mg/L under 
all flow conditions. Higher concentrations of sediments promote flocculation of the 
particles in suspension due in part to an increase in the frequency of particle collisions 
(Hill et al., 2013), so the low background concentration comparatively inhibits 
flocculation and thus limits the settling out of small background particles. 
The previous chapter establishes that sediments from the Conowingo Dam 
transform in the upper Bay at least in part due to flocculation, however it does not 
delve into the mass of sediments in the surface layer throughout the upper Bay. The 
previous chapter also does not cover downstream response to upstream conditions 
under either low or very high flows. Because the Susquehanna discharge is the 
dominant factor determining variation in TSS concentrations in the upper Bay (Liu & 
Wang, 2014), this chapter will expand upon the previous two through careful analysis 
of the distribution of suspended sediment in the surface layer of the upper Bay with 





The primary focus of this investigation was Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP) 
water quality data from their routine long-term monitoring program, for which water 
is regularly sampled at various water column depths from many monitoring stations 
located throughout the Chesapeake Bay. The six monitoring stations of interest to this 
study (named CB1.1, CB2.1, CB2.2, CB3.1, CB3.2, and CB3.3c, henceforth only 
referred to by their number) are located in the upper Bay along a similar path to the 
axial survey transects seen in Chapter 3 (Figure 4.1). Data used in this investigation 
consist of surface layer salinity (psu) and TSS (mg/L) values under various river flow 
conditions since July 1984. United States Geological Survey (USGS) river discharge 
and TSS data from the Conowingo Dam sampling site are used for upstream 
comparisons in this investigation.  
In order to investigate changes in TSS with distance down Bay, to look for 
relationships between spatial distribution and flow, and to see whether TSS behaves 
conservatively or non-conservatively as it enters the surface layer of the upper Bay, 
the period of time that it a parcel of water to traverse the distance from the Dam to the 
six CBP stations downstream is needed. For purposes of this study, this period of time 
is referred to as antecedent days, and is measured as a whole number of days prior to 
CBP station sampling dates. It is also assumed that the number of antecedent days for 
each station cannot decrease with distance downstream, as the surface layer of the 
upper Bay has a dominant downstream flow (Guo & Valle-Levinson, 2007). A 
Matlab script that evaluates the fit of antecedent USGS Conowingo river discharge to 




Susquehanna discharge that most likely preceded each downstream water quality 
sample.  
For each CBP sampling date, the script assigned antecedent USGS 
Conowingo river discharge (cfs) and TSS (mg/L) in two ways: by taking 
instantaneous values from X number of days before the sampling date, and by 
averaging all of the values between the sampling date and X number of days prior. 
Applying calculations developed previously for finding the residence time of water in 
the upper Bay (throughout the water column, as a function of river flow) to 
antecedent river flows for the nine cruises in Chapter 3 yielded residence times 
ranging from 13-25 days (S. Suttles, unpublished data). However, advection of the 
thin, fast, seaward moving surface layer takes far less time to turn over than that of 
the entire body of freshwater in the upper Bay. Furthermore, Sanford et al. (1994) 
found that suspended particles in the upper Bay have a rapid advective response to 
variations in Susquehanna River discharge, so a maximum X of 10 days was selected 
for use in the Matlab script. Traversing the 78 km distance between the Dam and the 
furthest downstream station, 3.3, in a period of 10 days corresponds to a seaward 
velocity of 9 cm/s, which is a very reasonable mean surface layer velocity in the 
upper Bay (Fugate et al., 2007; Pritchard & Vieira, 1984) Antecedent lag times 
greater than 10 days were explored at first, but initial experimentation did not show 
improvements in correlation. The dataset was split and again ran through the script in 
order to observe possible influence by the infilling of the Conowingo reservoir on the 
relationship between downstream TSS and upstream antecedent flow; the midpoint of 




reservoir approaching its sediment capacity (the 1990’s), so data were categorized 
into pre-infill (1984 through 1995) and post-infill (1996 through 2018) datasets. The 
script would plot CBP TSS by antecedent USGS river discharge and calculate the r-
squared value of a linear best fit. The X number of antecedent days with the highest r-
squared values can be found in Table 4.1. 
Despite employing a variety of approaches for evaluating upstream 
antecedents of downstream values (i.e. instantaneous, averaged, pre-infill, post-infill), 
it was not immediately apparent that any one approach was better correlated than the 
others (Figure A5). Because of this, a single Best Estimate Antecedent Day (BEAD) 
is identified per station as the integer mean of the highest correlated X number of 
antecedent days from all of the various approaches, with consideration for the 
assumption that the number of antecedent days needed to travel to that station cannot 
decrease with distance downstream (Table 4.1). 
Initial comparisons of upstream BEAD USGS TSS to each downstream CBP 
station TSS revealed variation in distribution among stations, in addition to 
considerable skew in the distribution of samples above or below the 1:1 line at low 
flows. There was no apparent pattern indicating an influence of pre or post infill 
(Figure 4.2), which could be due, in part, to there being comparatively much less 
post-infill data available; this is especially the case for USGS data, which seems to 
have been sampled much more frequently in earlier years. Guided by these 
considerations, in further analyses data is categorized by flow and distance 




Three different flow classifications were used in all subsequent analyses: low 
(<38,000 cfs), medium (38,000-86,000 cfs) and high (>86,000 cfs). Flow category 
thresholds were selected based on below-average (low) and above-average (medium) 
river discharge at Conowingo, and the rate at which the first spill gate is opened at 
Conowingo Dam that also corresponds to the 90th percentile of flow (high) used in 
Palinkas et al. (2019).  
Other simplifications were also made to the flow-categorized data set to be 
used in all subsequent analyses. Replicate CBP values sampled on the same date were 
averaged per station. Replicate USGS TSS values sampled on the same date were also 
averaged. Any USGS sampling date that did not have a USGS TSS value was 
removed, reducing the sample size of Conowingo river discharge and TSS values by 
two thirds. Another Matlab script used BEAD values to assign CBP sampling date 
TSS and salinity values to corresponding antecedent USGS TSS and river discharge 
values. The unique sampling date Conowingo data was then added to the data set as 
station ‘Cono Dam’ or ‘C’ to represent samples from the upstream endmember, the 
Conowingo Dam. For Conowingo data, the downstream TSS and upstream 
antecedent TSS are simply the same value, and the antecedent river discharge would 
simply be that same day’s value. Conowingo (‘C’) was uniformly assigned a 
symbolic salinity value of -0.5 psu to differentiate USGS data from CBP data in plots. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
When investigating the relationship between flow, TSS, and downstream 




and CBP station number. There is a consistent and gradual increase of salinity from 
the head to the mouth of the Bay (Wells et al., 1928), with salinity being the best 
indicator of water mass mixing and transport (Fisher et al., 1988). Station number can 
also be used as a measure of river distance for certain comparisons due to the evenly 
spaced nature of the station locations along the upper Bay, as seen in Figure 4.1. 
Using either of these approximations, patterns in settling behavior downstream can be 
observed.  
To reveal the relationship between TSS and salinity under different flow 
regimes, TSS and salinity values were binned by 0.5 psu salinity intervals (Figures 
4.3-4.6). Figures 4.3-4.6 feature straight diagonal mixing lines to help identify the 
conservative or non-conservative nature of suspended sediment under each flow 
regime. Concentrations falling along the straight mixing line would be indicative of 
conservative sediment behavior, such that changes in concentration can be explained 
through simple dilution of the high concentration, fresh Susquehanna water mixing 
with the low concentration, saline upper Bay water. If concentrations seem to fall 
above or below a straight mixing line, however, then there must be a source of 
material, such as the ETM, or a sink of material, such as flocculation driven settling, 
influencing the concentrations beyond the effects of dilution alone.  
 The mixing lines in Figures 4.3-4.6 extend from median TSS concentration at 
Conowingo Dam until the salinity at which CBP TSS concentrations fall below the 
approximate background concentration (7 mg/L). For purposes of this investigation, 
the background concentration of sediments in the upper Chesapeake Bay is assumed 




Under low flow conditions, concentrations are much lower at the freshest 
values (0-0.5 psu) and then steeply increase until peaking at 1.5-2 psu (Figure 4.3). 
This rapid increase and peak in TSS at the onset of saline waters is likely indicative of 
fresh Susquehanna discharge prevailing downstream until the ETM, where salinity 
and sediment concentrations are increased through mixing with the saline and turbid 
waters of the ETM. Further increases in salinity see a gradual decrease in 
concentration until TSS levels off at the background concentration (7 mg/L). 
Under medium flow conditions the lack of a bump in TSS makes the influence 
of the ETM on sediment concentrations less clear than what was seen under low flow. 
However, the ETM’s trapping effect is still clear, as concentrations drop sharply after 
~2 psu, followed by a steady decrease in TSS with salinity until again meeting the 
approximate background concentration.  
Figure 4.5 establishes a steep non-conservative (rapid, nonlinear) loss of 
material from surface layer under high flow conditions; A significant fraction of the 
inflowing suspended sediments of sediments settle from the surface layer at or before 
~2 psu, and then concentration continues to decrease with increases in salinity until it 
nears the background concentration. Behavior during medium flows appears more 
conservative, with a likely balance between sediments gradually settling out with 
increases in salinity and input from the ETM until concentrations fall to the 
background level.  
 
For easier comparison between flow regimes, the median TSS value was 
extracted from each salinity interval for all three flows and plotted together (Figure 




material from ETM dominates concentrations under low flows, under medium flows 
mixing appears conservative, and under high flows there are significant losses of 
material in the first few salinity intervals. 
Individual analyses of salinity by station number and of TSS by station 
number help to further inform the relationship between distance downstream and 
water quality in the upper Bay. Figure 4.7 shows CBP salinity data, and Figure 4.8 
shows USGS and CBP TSS data, binned by station number (Cono Dam, 1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 
3.1, 3.2, 3.3).  
As mentioned earlier, the surface layer of the upper Bay remains largely fresh 
with distance downstream until mixing with the saltier turbid waters of the ETM, 
which allows for identification of the ETM under different flow conditions through 
water quality observations. Figure 4.7 shows very clearly that under increasingly 
higher flows the onset of salinity is pushed further downstream with increasing flow, 
and gradual increases in salinity in the surface layer occur from this point onwards 
under all flow conditions.  
The effects of the ETM on water quality are also evident in station TSS 
observations (Figure 4.8); injection of material into the surface layer by the ETM can 
be seen as peaks in TSS around station 2.1 under low flow and station 2.2 under 
medium flow conditions, after which there is a gradual loss of material through the 
remainder of the upper Bay until TSS reaches background levels. Despite the absence 
of a definitive peak under high flows, the sediment trapping effect of the ETM can 
still be seen in the low variance gradual decline in TSS that occurs around station 3.1. 




Figure 4.7. What remains uncertain is whether the changes seen in these figures are 
statistically significant.  
To determine if differences and similarities in parameter values between 
stations seen in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 were statistically significant, salinity and TSS 
datasets for each of the now seven stations under three flow conditions were 
evaluated in Matlab using the Kruskal-Wallis and Multiple Comparison tests, as used 
in Chapter 2. Kruskal-Wallis was again selected due to the nature of the data sets, as 
it is a valid way of applying ANOVA for a non-Gaussian population (The 
Mathworks, 1993). The test compares parameter values at each station to that same 
parameter’s value at all other stations to determine if and where significant 
differences in salinity and TSS values occur. Multiple Comparisons shows more 
detailed results from Kruskal-Wallis tests, revealing the results of each individual 
pairing and allowing the creation of a visualization of the statistical differences in 
salinity (Figure 4.9) and TSS (Figure 4.10) with distance downstream. 
Testing results show no significant difference between salinity values at the 
stations until a certain point downstream (that varies for the different flow regimes), 
after which there are significant differences in salinity values between almost every 
station continuing down Bay (Figure 4.9). This is indicative of the fresh Susquehanna 
headwaters dominating the surface layer of the upper Bay until the ETM, after which 
the surface layer begins mixing and entrains saltwater from the pycnocline, becoming 
significantly saltier. 
Under low and medium flow conditions, testing showed that most stations’ 




significant changes in sediment concentrations occur throughout much of the surface 
layer of the upper Bay. This also means that peaks at stations 2.1 and 2.2 that are 
presumed to be effect of the ETM are significant. Under medium flow conditions, 
most stations’ concentrations were also significantly different.  For high flows 
concentrations are not significantly different until station 3.1, after which sediment 
concentrations gradually, but significantly, decrease with distance downstream. This 
also substantiates the idea that higher flows push the ETM further down bay, after 
which there is a loss of material in the surface layer. 
When plotting by station it may seem like there are contradictions in the data 
set because very rapid yet opposite changes occur in the vicinity of the ETM: sudden 
increases in TSS under mostly low and medium conditions, and sudden decreases 
under high flow conditions. This is because there are two competing influences on 
TSS: settling out of the surface layer and injection into the surface layer at the ETM. 
At low flows the influence of the ETM dominates, and as flow increases settling 
begins to dominate and the signature of the ETM appears to become muted, 
eventually reversing and leaving a decrease in TSS at the ETM at high flows. 
To see the influence of upstream conditions on individual stations’ conditions, 
each downstream station’s CBP TSS is compared to its upstream antecedent BEAD 
TSS (Figures 4.11 and 4.12, Appendix 7). Proximity of ‘All’ flow data to the 1:1 line 
at the various stations shows that at upstream stations TSS generally seems fairly 
dependent on bay head TSS measured at the Conowingo Dam (e.g. bottom right panel 
of Figure 4.11), whereas at lower stations that relationship is weaker or nonexistent 




bottom right panel of Figure 4.12). This agrees with preliminary findings found while 
formulating BEAD calculations, where for upstream stations it was typical to see r2 
values upwards of 0.784, with values mostly over 0.4 and well defined peaks in 
correlation amongst antecedent day lags (Appendix 13). Correlations across all lags 
and approaches decreased with distance downstream until near the end of the ETM at 
station 3.1, after which the relationship between upstream flow and local TSS 
seemingly falls apart, judging by the weaker correlations and ill-defined peaks 
Comparisons of BEAD and CBP TSS also show that under low and medium 
flows, station TSS is more strongly influenced by the background concentration and 
not dependent on upstream values (e.g. top panels of Figures 4.11 and 4.12), while at 
higher flows the relationship seems more influenced by upstream TSS (fits 1:1 line) 
(e.g. bottom left panel of Figures 4.11 and 4.12). This is in partial agreement with a 
second iteration of BEAD calculations that was performed using by-flow-class 
separated data, which revealed that some correlations for shorter lags (flows from a 
number of antecedent days fewer than the BEAD value at any given station) were 
stronger at high flows (Appendix 6). However, this is unsurprising, as most of the 
data used to calculate BEAD comes from medium and low flows, and so the BEAD 
result is a very good representative for medium and low flows, and less so for high 
flows. However, BEAD values were still the best correlated overall, only ever being 
slightly weaker at higher lags, and for this reason further analysis was not pursued in 
response to these second iterations. It should also be noted that although these BEAD 
versus CBP plots do not present any averaged values, they do depend on BEAD 





Highest correlation antecedent days from antecedent calculations 
 
Note. Mean (BEAD) values operate under the assumption that the number of 
antecedent days is a whole number that cannot decrease with distance downstream 
(increasing station number). 
Antecedent Approach 1.1 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 3.3
Instantaneous 1 2 2 4 3 2
Instantaneous Pre-Infill 0 2 2 4 4 8
Instantaneous Post-Infill 2 2 3 4 3 2
Averaged 2 3 3 7 7 10
Averaged Pre-Infill 1 2 3 5 5 10
Averaged Post-Infill 2 3 3 8 8 10






Figure 4.1. Map of the upper Chesapeake Bay with CBP station (red ‘x’) and 
BITMAX I & II station (black dot) locations. CBP stations are numbered in order 






Figure 4.2. An example of CBP TSS by USGS BEAD TSS used to evaluate influence 
of sampling period. Circular markers are of size (BEAD Flow) / 1000 and color 
indicates samples taken prior (blue) or post (red) Conowingo Infill (1995). Location 
of sample marker above or below 1:1 line indicates an increase or decrease of 






Figure 4.3. Boxplot of TSS by salinity intervals under low flow conditions (<36,000 
cfs). Conowingo data is represented by the leftmost box (C on the x-axis). The 
diagonal mixing line is determined by plotting a linear line that extends from median 
Conowingo TSS value to the point at which CBP TSS levels fall below the black 
background concentration line (7 mg/L). Red horizontal lines are median TSS values, 








Figure 4.4. Boxplot of TSS by salinity intervals under medium flow conditions 
(36,000-86,000 cfs). Conowingo data is represented by the leftmost box (C on the x-
axis). The diagonal mixing line is determined by plotting a linear line that extends 
from median Conowingo TSS value to the point at which CBP TSS levels fall below 
the black background concentration line (7 mg/L). Red horizontal lines are median 
TSS values, red crosses are outliers, black dashed lines represent the upper and lower 






Figure 4.5. Boxplot of TSS by salinity intervals under high flow conditions (>86,000 
cfs). Conowingo data is represented by the leftmost box (C on the x-axis). The 
diagonal mixing line is determined by plotting a linear line that extends from median 
Conowingo TSS value to the point at which CBP TSS levels fall below the black 
background concentration line (7 mg/L). Red horizontal lines are median TSS values, 







Figure 4.6. Median values from salinity interval boxplots for low, medium, and high 
flow conditions. Conowingo data is represented by the leftmost box (C on the x-axis). 
Diagonal mixing lines are determined by plotting a linear line that extends from 
median Conowingo TSS value to the point at which CBP TSS levels fall below the 







Figure 4.7. Boxplot of CBP salinity at each station. Red horizontal lines are median 
salinity values, red crosses are outliers, black dashed lines represent the upper and 






Figure 4.8. Boxplot of CBP TSS at each station. Red horizontal lines are median TSS 
values, red crosses are outliers, black dashed lines represent the upper and lower 






Figure 4.9. Statistical significance of differences in salinity concentration over 
distance down Bay by station number. Comparisons are read as “salinity at station 
(column number) is/is not significantly different than salinity at station (row number). 
Statistical significance is noted as either significant (‘Sig’, green) or insignificant 
(‘Not sig’, orange) in the intersecting boxes. Note. Visually, each column should be 
imagined as being a map of the upper Bay that starts as far north as station (column 






Figure 4.10. Statistical significance of differences in TSS concentration over distance 
down Bay by station number. Comparisons are read as “TSS at station (column 
number) is/is not significantly different than TSS at station (row number). Statistical 
significance is noted as either significant (‘Sig’, green) or insignificant (‘Not sig’, 
orange) in the intersecting boxes. Note. Visually, each column should be imagined as 
being a map of the upper Bay that starts as far north as station (column number) and 






Figure 4.11. Comparisons of downstream CBP TSS at station 1.1 compared to 
upstream antecedent USGS TSS at Conowingo Dam under low (upper left), medium 
(upper right), high (lower left) and all (lower right) flow conditions. All plots are on a 






Figure 4.12. Comparisons of downstream CBP TSS at station 3.3c compared to 
upstream antecedent USGS TSS at Conowingo Dam under low (upper left), medium 
(upper right), high (lower left) and all (lower right) flow conditions. All plots are on a 





Chapter 5:  Summary, Synthesis, and Broader Implications 
 
5.1 Summary 
Perhaps the most important finding from Chapter 2 is that the wealth of 
historical disaggregated particle size data found at the Conowingo Dam is sufficient 
for estimating true sediment settling speeds (ws) of particles found there; statistical 
similarity between Owen and United States Geological Survey (USGS) data from 
waters sampled above and below the Dam indicates that no notable flocculation 
occurs upstream and that sediment remains disaggregated after passing through or 
over the Dam. During moderately high river flows, 98% of sediment mass passing 
through the Conowingo Dam is comprised of very fine and slowly settling 
disaggregated mineral particles, however, the fraction of mass contributed by faster 
settling silts and sands were shown to change as a function of flow; the slowest 
settling speed category’s fraction of total mass decreased with increase in river 
discharge, while the mass fractions of the remaining three categories all increased 
with increases in flow. The small fraction of sand-sized particles is likely to fall out of 
the surface layer nearly immediately, leaving only the fine particles remaining 
suspended downstream in the surface layer of the upper Chesapeake Bay. Because of 
the impact of flow on sediment distribution and settling speeds, a settling speed that 
represents the typical Susquehanna River particle with consideration to Susquehanna 
flow that could be considered for use in models is ws,ave excluding the sand fraction, 




Reanalysis of historical axial cruise data in Chapter 3 showed that particle 
characteristics, especially size, density, and settling speed, in the surface layer are 
already vastly different in the vicinity of the Estuarine Turbidity Maximum (ETM) 
than they were at the Dam; the median particle size of ~50 m is typical of very fine 
sand or coarse silt sized grains, but particle densities seen ranged from 1.05-1.25 
g/cm3, which is less than half of the expected density of a solid mineral particle 
(~2.65 g/cm3). This is entirely consistent with results from Sanford et al. (2005), 
where median disaggregated particle sizes in the highly flocculated lower layer were 
almost entirely in the clay range. Chapter 3’s analysis of sediment settling 
characteristics throughout the surface layer of the upper Bay found fractal dimensions 
of 2.24 and 2.36, far less than the solid particle dimension of 3 but greater than the 
fractal dimension of 2 seen throughout the lower layer in past studies (Sanford et al., 
2005). These observations make it abundantly clear that considerable flocculation of 
the fine disaggregated Dam particles is responsible, at least in part, for the increases 
in settling speed that are allowing sediments to fall out of the surface layer as they 
move down river and into the upper estuary. Chapter 3 also revealed high degree of 
variability in sediment characteristics in surveys taken during similar flow conditions 
only days apart. The variability seen is greater than what can be explained solely by 
source variability in the suspended solids at Conowingo Dam that are ultimately 
transported down bay. 
Chapter 4 further informs the narrative of sediment settling in the upper Bay 
through the additions of mass balance and consideration for river flow. A long and 




of sediment mass in the upper Bay depends on both antecedent river flow and 
distance downstream; sediment concentrations throughout the surface layer of the 
upper Bay were less closely tied to antecedent conditions at Conowingo Dam during 
lower flows and at further distances downstream, seemingly due in part to influences 
by the ETM and background concentration on sediment concentrations down Bay. 
The differences in water quality that are the signature of the ETM (onset of salinity 
and local increases in Total Suspended Solids (TSS) concentration) were statistically 
significant, and were seen one station further downstream under each progressively 
higher flow regime. The ETM’s sediment injection signature is obscured during the 
highest flows, however it is also during the highest flows that the loss of surface layer 
sediment due to settling past the ETM appeared strongest.  
 
5.2 Synthesis 
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 and Appendix 7 shows the relationships between USGS 
TSS and Best Estimate Antecedent Day (BEAD) TSS at Conowingo and downstream 
Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP) TSS per station from Chapter 4. Downstream TSS 
values were on average approximately 3-29% lower than at Conowingo depending on 
river flow (Appendix 8). Figure 3.4 is a comparison between median TSS and median 
settling speed values across all axial surveys from Chapter 3, which offers a likely 
explanation for the decreases seen in Chapter 4 and Appendix 8. Notably, lower TSS 
is well-correlated to higher settling speeds, indicating that the loss of material could 
simply be due to the settling out of particles from the surface layer, which was found 




Weighted average settling speeds (ws,ave) from the Chapter 2 USGS 
disaggregated particle size analysis (Appendix 2) and BEAD time intervals (the time 
required for sediments to reach a downstream station) from Chapter 4 (Table 4.1) can 
be used to test the assumption that downstream concentrations are solely due to the 
settling out of Susquehanna material from the surface layer. If all of the sediment 
coming from the Conowingo Dam were to settle without resuspending, then 





                   (5.1) 
where C0 is the initial TSS measured at Conowingo Dam, h is surface layer depth in 
mm, and t is the time in seconds that it takes for water to reach a downstream station 
according to BEAD findings. The value of the second term in (5.1) is the percentage 
of material that is expected to remain in suspension in the surface layer at the distance 
of a downstream station. Suppose that under Chapter 4’s low flow conditions 
(<38,000 cfs) an appropriate settling speed for estimating loss of material at the 
downstream stations is 0.027 mm/s, the weighted average settling speed (without 
sand) for 20,000 cfs used in Figure 2.13 in Chapter 2. For this calculation a single 
characteristic upper Bay surface layer depth of 5000 mm is reasonable. Resulting 
estimates for the fraction of material expected to remain at each of the downstream 
CBP stations from median Conowingo TSS under the three flow conditions can be 
found in Table 5.1.  
Approximate TSS from (5.1) (5.6 mg/L) was very similar to empirical median 
TSS measured at the first station (5.4 mg/L) under low flow conditions. However, 




between approximate and empirical values are generally smaller with distance 
downstream (Table 5.1). These similarities and discrepancies can almost entirely be 
explained by conclusions from Figure 4.8; the sudden increase in TSS beginning at 
station 2.1 in Figure 4.8 is presumed sediment input from the ETM, after which 
concentrations gradually decrease until they level out near the presumed background 
concentration (7 mg/L). (5.1) not only assumes no resuspension occurs, but also that 
there are no other sources of sediment like the ETM or the background concentration. 
Loss of sediment between the Dam and the first station is almost exactly as estimated 
by (5.1), which is reasonable as station 1.1 is north of the limit of tidal influence 
(Mitchell et al., 2017) and along the deep center channel, making it less susceptible to 
resuspension from tidal, wave, and wind forcing (Sanford et al., 1994).  
Median settling speeds from Chapter 2’s investigation of Susquehanna source 
material and Chapter 3’s investigation of the surface layer can be used to further 
evaluate the loss of material over the length of the upper Bay. Data shown in Figure 
3.4 and in Table 3.1 have median surface layer settling speeds that are orders of 
magnitude greater than median settling speeds estimated from USGS disaggregated 
particle size sampling at Conowingo, investigated in Chapter 2. The upper Bay 
median settling speeds in Table 3.1 range from 0.07-0.97 mm/s, whereas median 
settling speed (ws50) estimates from the disaggregated particle analysis (Table 2.2) 
ranged from 0.003-0.004 mm/s. The upper Bay median settling speeds in Table 3.1 





The discrepancy in settling speeds between the Dam and upper Bay may be 
explained in part by Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry (LISST-100C) 
sampling bias; The LISST can only detect particles larger than 2.5 m, so the LISST 
could be significantly overestimating the median size of particles in the surface layer. 
Most of the particles in the USGS disaggregated particle analysis came from the 
slowest settling fraction, which was calculated using an average particle size 
threshold of 2 m, so it may be that the LISST is overlooking a substantial portion of 
particles suspended in the surface layer. Corroborating this possibility, the fractal 
dimensions found in Chapter 3 (2.24 and 2.36) are higher than the fractal dimension 
of 2 found by Sanford et al. (2005) in the lower layer, which is typically dominated 
by a population of flocculated particles (Sanford et al., 2005). This indicates that, 
while notable flocculation is occurring to some extent in the surface layer, a 
substantial portion of sediments in the surface layer is non-flocculated primary 
particles. Additionally, if material in the surface layer had settling speeds like those 
from the Chapter 3 analysis, then the water column would clear very rapidly. Instead, 
there is a persistent background concentration of material, which implies that the 
flocculation and settling out of material only occurs for a limited portion of the total 
mass.  
If material were to fall out at speeds seen in Chapter 3, which are 
characteristic of a very flocculated particle population, then changes in sediment 
concentrations with increasing salinity examined in Chapter 4 (Figures 4.3-4.6) would 
appear as a rapid, non-conservative loss of material. However, concentrations appear 




contribution to total sediment mass by fast settling flocs is relatively small or 2) that 
material from below the pycnocline is upwelling into the surface layer, countering the 
effect that the settling out of flocs has on concentration. It is more likely that both of 
these processes are occurring. There is significant upwelling at the tip of the salt 
intrusion in ETMs (Geyer, 1993), which may account for the sudden increase in TSS 
at the ETM under low flow conditions. But it is also reasonable to assume that there 
is an unknown portion of surface layer material that is smaller and slower settling 
than the LISST detected in the Chapter 3 investigation.  
Only at very high flows was a large fraction of mass visibly lost between the 
Dam and higher salinities. This non-conservative loss of material, as observed in 
Chapter 4, is entirely consistent with Chapter 2’s finding that higher flows carry a 
higher concentration of larger, faster settling particles. Interestingly, there is great 
concern over the potential for downstream damage caused by higher flows with larger 
inputs of material to the upper Bay and Bay-proper, but Chapters 2 and 4 especially 
show that high flows experience the greatest loss of material through the length of the 
upper Bay.   
 
5.3 Broader Implications 
 There is abundant evidence from this investigation and other studies (e.g. 
Sanford, 1994; Sanford et al., 2001; Schubel, 1971) of a substantial population of 
very fine, non-settling background material in the surface layer that persists 
downstream in the upper Bay. Suspended particles impact the optical qualities of the 




those comprising the background concentration, scatter light much more effectively 
than similar concentrations of larger particles, contributing to persistent high 
measures of turbidity downstream in the upper Bay and into the main stem, resulting 
in greater light attenuation and lowered rates of primary production (Acker & Liu, 
2011; Sanford et al., 2005).  
Although it is a color enhanced image, the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) satellite image of the Tropical Storm Lee sediment plume 
(Figure 1.3) illustrates the optical effect of a large population of fine particles 
suspended near the water’s surface; The totally opaque, brown sediment plume 
persists far downstream until the water column gradually clears, possibly due to either 
a sufficient decrease in particle concentration or sufficient increase in particle size of 
the suspended sediment population in the surface layer. Both of these could be the 
result of flocculation enhanced by the high concentration plume, which Hill et al. 
(2000) found to significantly contribute to the rapid settling out of particles and 
deposition under the plume. Jiang & Xia (2016) describe and model Chesapeake Bay 
sediment plumes at depths typically less than 5 m, so a significant portion of the 
scattering and clearing seen in the very turbid waters of Figure 1.3 can be attributed to 
having occurred in the shallow surface layer.  
 The transformation, transport, and settling of Susquehanna particles, from 
plumes or otherwise, is described in a conceptual diagram (Figure 5.1). Clay, silt, and 
sand-sized suspended particles from the Conowingo reservoir pass through the Dam, 
with the largest sand-sized particles falling out nearly immediately, well upstream of 




primary particles continue to settle out of the surface layer with time and distance 
downstream for the entire length of the upper Bay. When they begin to encounter 
brackish water, smaller primary particles begin to aggregate until they form a floc 
large enough to settle. A low concentration of primary non-settling background 
particles is left remaining in the surface layer, but flocs that had previously settled out 
are sometimes reinjected into the surface layer, most commonly at the ETM. 
 The role of flocculation in sediment settling behavior has been studied in 
regions similar to the Susquehanna and upper Bay, in that they experience seasonal 
and storm extreme river discharge events on the order of ~100,000 cfs; The Po River 
flows into the northern Adriatic Sea at an average rate of 53,000 cfs, with periodic 
extreme flood events from spring snowmelt and fall storms (Milligan et al., 2007). 
Like the Susquehanna, the Po delivers large loads of very fine sediments downstream, 
but unlike the Susquehanna, the sediments in the Po River rapidly flocculate (floc 
settling velocities observed on the order of ~1 mm/s), resulting in the majority of 
suspended material falling out of suspension within 1-2 km of the river mouth (Fox et 
al., 2004). Compared to low and moderate flow conditions, Milligan et al. (2007) 
found that during floods flocculation is slower, but still significant. Conflicting 
processes may be contributing to this result, as high flows carry high sediment 
concentrations that may enhance flocculation rates in otherwise floc-inhibitive fresh 
flood waters. Contrary to the Po studies, these upper Bay investigations saw less 
significant flocculation overall, presumably due to much lower sediment 
concentrations in the Susquehanna River and upper Bay; Suspended sediment 




mg/L (Milligan et al., 2007), while the Susquehanna and upper Bay typically 
experienced concentrations on the order of 100 mg/L under high flows. These 
investigations also found that the strongest stratification and the most rapid settling of 
particles out of the surface layer both occur during the highest flows, whereas 
stratification and flocculation were both strongest in the Po during low to moderate 
summer flows (Milligan et al., 2007). 
The direct influence by both river flow and salt stratification on simple 
settling and flocculation in the upper Bay could lead to significant alterations in 
sediment settling behavior due to the effects of climate change. The intensity and 
variability of storms and river flow is expected to increase in the coming years and 
decades due to anticipated changes in climate (Najjar et al., 2010). These changes are 
likely to cause higher flows carrying greater concentrations of suspended material 
(Langland & Cronin, 2003), the impact of which is uncertain. Sufficiently high flows 
have also been known to steepen the pycnocline and cause the fresh surface layer to 
bypass the ETM and its sediment trapping potential which may lead to larger 
sediment loads escaping the upper Bay (Langland & Cronin, 2003; North et al., 2002; 
Sanford et al., 2001). However, these investigations observed the largest contributions 
from coarser grains, and accordingly the greatest loss of material over the length of 
the upper Bay, during the highest flow conditions, and so the downstream effects of 
increased flow and sediment loads may ultimately be minimal. Sea level rise in the 
Bay is anticipated to lead to increased variability in tidal height, coastal flooding and 
wetland subsidence, and allow the salt wedge to intrude upstream for longer durations 




discharge is expected to lead to increased variability in bay salinity (Najjar, 2010). It 
is uncertain, but reasonable, to expect variability in the position of the ETM, and 
associated enhanced sediment trapping and flocculation, in accordance with the 
upstream position of the salt intrusion.  
Continued study of suspended particle transformation and transport in the 
upper Bay is imperative in order to gain a better understanding of the nature and 
magnitude of changes in settling behavior resulting from changes in climate and sea 
level. Future studies can improve upon these investigations and other past works 
through 1) use of innovative equipment that allows for a greater range and resolution 
of particle sizing and 2) increased sampling frequency throughout the water column 
along the center channel, especially during a greater range of flow conditions. The 
future of sediment transport in the upper Chesapeake Bay is uncertain in the face of 
climate change, but the potential for climate to alter the conditions governing 





Table 5.1  
 
Median TSS values and (5.1) TSS estimates for the surface layer of the upper Bay 
 
Note. Median TSS at Conowingo (C0) under low flows is 9.0 mg/L, ws is 0.027 mm/s, 
and surface layer depth is 5000 mm. Results from (5.1) (middle row) assume no 




1.1 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 3.3
Median TSS (mg/L) 5.4 14.6 11.0 8.8 6.2 6.6
Eq. 5.1 TSS (mg/L) 5.6 3.5 2.2 0.9 0.9 0.3







Figure 5.1. A conceptual diagram of the transport, transformation, and settling of 
Susquehanna River particles entering the upper Chesapeake Bay. The Conowingo 
Dam is at the top left of the figure. The blue contours represent the salinity gradient, 
with the saltwater intrusion in the darkest shade of blue. The ETM is located slightly 
right of the center of the figure. The upstream endmember sediments are primary 
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Owen data and USGS data sampled on or near the same dates in 2015-2016 
 
Note. Settling speed (ws), mass fraction (Mass Frac.), and sediment concentration 
(TSS) values are from the Malpezzi spreadsheet (Spill gate, Catwalk), Malarkey 
Matlab (Spill Mat, Cat Mat), and USGS grain size (USGS) analyses.  
Ws Mass Ws Mass Ws Mass Ws Mass TSS Flow
Date Location (mm/s) Frac. (mm/s) Frac. (mm/s) Frac. (mm/s) Frac. (mg/L) (cfs)
4/13/2015 Spillway <0.01 0.748 0.054 0.181 0.346 0.042 2.125 0.029 43.9 155,000
4/13/2015 Spill Mat <0.01 0.736 0.078 0.205 1.235 0.059 155,000
4/13/2015 Catwalk <0.01 0.768 0.093 0.179 0.275 0.046 2.144 0.007 43.6 155,000
4/13/2015 Cat Mat <0.01 0.689 0.077 0.248 0.562 0.063 155,000
4/13/2015 USGS 0.003 0.730 0.079 0.230 0.731 0.040 66.0 155,000
4/14/2015 USGS <0.01 0.641 0.048 0.243 0.207 0.095 47.0 119,000
4/22/2015 Catwalk <0.01 0.753 0.073 0.178 0.214 0.049 2.132 0.020 11.5 108,000
4/22/2015 Cat Mat <0.01 0.552 0.051 0.379 0.562 0.069 108,000
4/23/2015 Spillway <0.01 0.641 0.048 0.243 0.207 0.095 2.121 0.021 21.0 109,000
4/23/2015 Spill Mat <0.01 0.595 0.074 0.340 0.601 0.065 109,000
4/23/2015 Catwalk <0.01 0.754 0.063 0.213 0.398 0.011 2.126 0.022 14.7 109,000
4/23/2015 Cat Mat <0.01 0.706 0.065 0.256 1.333 0.037 109,000
4/24/2015 Spillway <0.01 0.741 0.085 0.245 6.441 -0.003 2.155 0.017 26.3 107,000
4/24/2015 Spill Mat <0.01 0.647 0.079 0.347 0.562 0.006 107,000
4/24/2015 Catwalk <0.01 0.861 0.022 0.096 0.246 0.034 2.130 0.009 25.4 107,000
4/24/2015 Cat Mat <0.01 0.644 0.027 0.321 0.562 0.035 107,000
4/24/2015 USGS 0.003 0.780 0.059 0.180 0.613 0.040 32.0 107,000
2/26/2015 Spillway <0.01 0.869 0.069 0.115 0.187 0.009 2.144 0.006 65.6 149,000
2/26/2015 Spill Mat <0.01 0.759 0.046 0.222 0.562 0.019 149,000
2/26/2015 Catwalk <0.01 0.645 0.082 0.313 0.136 0.034 2.142 0.008 83.1 149,000
2/26/2015 Cat Mat <0.01 0.638 0.100 0.318 0.564 0.044 149,000
2/26/2015 USGS 0.003 0.690 0.075 0.270 0.731 0.040 118.0 149,000
2/27/2016 Spillway <0.01 0.700 0.064 0.259 0.144 0.028 2.139 0.013 86.7 171,000
2/27/2016 Spill Mat <0.01 0.560 0.057 0.397 0.566 0.043 171,000
2/27/2016 Catwalk <0.01 0.702 0.061 0.257 0.126 0.028 2.126 0.012 77.1 171,000
2/27/2016 Cat Mat <0.01 0.653 0.067 0.310 0.562 0.037 171,000
2/28/2016 Spillway <0.01 0.648 0.072 0.290 0.207 0.046 2.129 0.016 66.9 145,000
2/28/2016 Spill Mat <0.01 0.566 0.075 0.379 0.562 0.055 145,000
2/28/2016 Catwalk <0.01 0.769 0.070 0.154 0.169 0.064 2.145 0.014 53.9 145,000
2/28/2016 Cat Mat <0.01 0.676 0.078 0.271 0.562 0.053 145,000
2/28/2016 USGS 0.002 0.780 0.088 0.190 0.652 0.030 76.0 145,000
Average Spillway <0.01 0.725 0.065 0.222 1.255 0.036 2.136 0.017 51.7 139,333
Average Spill Mat <0.01 0.644 0.068 0.315 0.682 0.041 139,333
Average Catwalk <0.01 0.750 0.066 0.199 0.223 0.038 2.135 0.013 44.2 134,857
Average Cat Mat <0.01 0.651 0.066 0.300 0.673 0.048 134,857






Fraction of total mass for each settling category for 37-year USGS data 
 
Note. The characteristic settling speed for each category is the average of all samples' 
weighted average settling speed in that category.  
Date Flow (cfs) TSS (mg/L) <.01 mm/s .01-.2 mm/s .2-2 mm/s >2 mm/s
8/8/1979 14,800 17 0.71 0.17 0.09 0.03
10/16/1979 51,200 50 0.90 0.10 0.00 0.00
3/22/1980 173,000 49 0.81 0.16 0.02 0.01
3/23/1980 215,000 113 0.76 0.22 0.02 0.00
3/23/1980 215,000 123 0.71 0.23 0.06 0.00
3/23/1980 215,000 132 0.81 0.15 0.03 0.01
3/23/1980 215,000 107 0.77 0.21 0.02 0.00
3/23/1980 215,000 138 0.75 0.19 0.06 0.00
3/31/1980 136,000 43 0.82 0.07 0.09 0.02
3/31/1980 136,000 35 0.83 0.14 0.01 0.02
4/2/1980 207,000 40 0.65 0.28 0.07 0.00
4/2/1980 207,000 31 0.78 0.20 0.01 0.01
2/13/1981 165,000 173 0.83 0.17 0.00 0.00
2/13/1981 165,000 183 0.79 0.18 0.03 0.00
2/13/1981 165,000 194 0.78 0.19 0.03 0.00
2/14/1981 122,000 144 0.79 0.21 0.00 0.00
2/17/1984 420,000 359 0.81 0.10 0.08 0.01
2/17/1984 420,000 295 0.54 0.30 0.14 0.02
2/17/1984 420,000 293 0.58 0.36 0.05 0.01
2/17/1984 420,000 276 0.66 0.28 0.05 0.01
2/17/1984 420,000 235 0.73 0.22 0.05 0.00
2/17/1984 420,000 282 0.81 0.13 0.05 0.01
2/17/1984 420,000 265 0.73 0.22 0.04 0.01
9/8/2011 592,000 2980 0.36 0.29 0.29 0.06
9/10/2011 493,000 741 0.63 0.21 0.13 0.03
9/11/2011 356,000 1150 0.48 0.24 0.22 0.06
9/12/2011 227,000 332 0.61 0.15 0.12 0.12
5/18/2014 171,000 70 0.87 0.11 0.02 0.00
5/19/2014 173,000 65 0.75 0.13 0.11 0.01
3/16/2015 75,800 24 0.96 0.02 0.02 0.00
4/7/2015 127,000 28 0.65 0.25 0.09 0.01
4/8/2015 98,500 31 0.78 0.17 0.05 0.00
4/9/2015 97,900 36 0.86 0.09 0.05 0.00
4/13/2015 155,000 63 0.73 0.23 0.04 0.00
4/14/2015 119,000 55 0.86 0.10 0.04 0.00
4/24/2015 107,000 33 0.78 0.18 0.04 0.00
2/26/2016 149,000 118 0.69 0.27 0.04 0.00
2/28/2016 145,000 76 0.78 0.19 0.03 0.00
2/29/2016 113,000 99 0.84 0.13 0.03 0.00
3/2/2016 76,000 78 0.78 0.20 0.02 0.00




Appendix 3. Results from Chapter 2 Statistical Tests 
 
Difference between analysis method results for four 2015-2016 samples 
 
Note. Column 3 indicates whether the difference between results from two analysis 
methods (columns 1 and 2) is statistically significant ('Sig') or not ('Not Sig') with 
95% certainty. 
  
Method A Method B Significance
Spill gate Spill Mat Not Sig'
Spill gate Catwalk 'Not Sig'
Spill gate Cat Mat 'Not Sig'
Spill gate USGS 'Not Sig'
Spill Mat Catwalk 'Not Sig'
Spill Mat Cat Mat 'Not Sig'
Spill Mat USGS 'Not Sig'
Catwalk Cat Mat 'Not Sig'
Catwalk USGS 'Not Sig'





Difference between analysis method results by settling speed category 
 
Note. Columns 3 and 6 indicate whether the difference between results from two 
analysis methods (columns 1 & 2 and 4 & 5 respectively) is statistically significant 
('Sig') or not ('Not Sig') with 95% certainty. 
Method A Method B Significance Method A Method B Significance
Spill gate Spill Mat 'Not Sig' Spill gate Spill Mat 'Not Sig'
Spill gate Catwalk 'Not Sig' Spill gate Catwalk 'Not Sig'
Spill gate Cat Mat 'Not Sig' Spill gate Cat Mat 'Not Sig'
Spill gate USGS 'Not Sig' Spill gate USGS 'Not Sig'
Spill Mat Catwalk 'Not Sig' Spill Mat Catwalk 'Not Sig'
Spill Mat Cat Mat 'Not Sig' Spill Mat Cat Mat 'Not Sig'
Spill Mat USGS 'Not Sig' Spill Mat USGS 'Not Sig'
Catwalk Cat Mat 'Not Sig' Catwalk Cat Mat 'Not Sig'
Catwalk USGS 'Not Sig' Catwalk USGS 'Not Sig'
Cat Mat USGS 'Not Sig' Cat Mat USGS 'Not Sig'
Method A Method B Significance Method A Method B Significance
Spill gate Spill Mat 'Not Sig' Spill gate Spill Mat 'Sig'
Spill gate Catwalk 'Not Sig' Spill gate Catwalk 'Not Sig'
Spill gate Cat Mat 'Not Sig' Spill gate Cat Mat 'Sig'
Spill gate USGS 'Not Sig' Spill gate USGS 'Sig'
Spill Mat Catwalk 'Not Sig' Spill Mat Catwalk 'Sig'
Spill Mat Cat Mat 'Not Sig' Spill Mat Cat Mat 'Not Sig'
Spill Mat USGS 'Not Sig' Spill Mat USGS 'Not Sig'
Catwalk Cat Mat 'Not Sig' Catwalk Cat Mat 'Sig'
Catwalk USGS 'Not Sig' Catwalk USGS 'Not Sig'
Cat Mat USGS 'Not Sig' Cat Mat USGS 'Not Sig'





Appendix 4. Median particle characteristics for Chapter 3 surface layer data  
 
Figure A4.1. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on May 7, 2001. Blue circles represent all sample data, 






Figure A4.2. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on May 8, 2001. Blue circles represent all sample data, 






Figure A4.3. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on May 14, 2001. Blue circles represent all sample data, 






Figure A4.4. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on May 11, 2002. Blue circles represent all sample data, 







Figure A4.5. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on May 13, 2002. Blue circles represent all sample data, 






Figure A4.6. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on April 9, 2007. Blue circles represent all sample data, 







Figure A4.7. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on May 8, 2007. Blue circles represent all sample data, 






Figure A4.8. Surface layer data for key parameters (TSS, d50, bulkD, ws) from upper 
Bay axial analysis, surveyed on May 14, 2007. Blue circles represent all sample data, 







Figure A5. Initial BEAD calculations’ r2 values for linear correlations between 
Conowingo river discharge and CBP TSS values at each of the six stations for 0-10 







Second iteration of BEAD calculations classified by flow class from first iteration 
 
Note. BEAD in this table refers to the highest correlated antecedent day for that 
iteration and flow condition. BEAD typically referred to throughout this thesis is 
represented by the first two rows, all other values are from the second iteration of 
BEAD testing which uses flow classifications determined by the first iteration.   
1.1 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 3.3
1st iter. BEAD 1 2 3 5 5 7
1st iter. corr. 0.798 0.576 0.387 0.268 0.216 0.284
Low BEAD 1 10 4 1 4 8
Low flow corr. 0.209 0.108 0.133 0.099 0.035 0.003
Med. flow BEAD 1 0 0 3 3 1
Med. flow corr. 0.243 0.104 0.036 0.236 0.367 0.115
High flow BEAD 1 2 1 4 10 2
High flow corr. 0.821 0.861 0.355 0.237 0.088 0.684
All flows BEAD 0 2 2 4 4 2





Appendix 7. Station TSS versus BEAD TSS for 4 flows for stations 2.1-3.2  
 
 
Figure A7.1. Comparisons of downstream CBP TSS at station 2.1 compared to 
upstream antecedent USGS TSS at Conowingo Dam under low (upper left), medium 
(upper right), high (lower left) and all (lower right) flow conditions. All plots are on a 






Figure A7.2. Comparisons of downstream CBP TSS at station 2.2 compared to 
upstream antecedent USGS TSS at Conowingo Dam under low (upper left), medium 
(upper right), high (lower left) and all (lower right) flow conditions. All plots are on a 







Figure A7.3. Comparisons of downstream CBP TSS at station 3.1 compared to 
upstream antecedent USGS TSS at Conowingo Dam under low (upper left), medium 
(upper right), high (lower left) and all (lower right) flow conditions. All plots are on a 






Figure A7.4 Comparisons of downstream CBP TSS at station 3.2 compared to 
upstream antecedent USGS TSS at Conowingo Dam under low (upper left), medium 
(upper right), high (lower left) and all (lower right) flow conditions. All plots are on a 







Median BEAD TSS, median station TSS, and downstream averages 
 
Note. All values are TSS in mg/L except for the rightmost column. The average 









Low 9.0 5.4 14.6 11.0 8.8 6.2 6.6 8.8 2.7
Medium 13.3 11.5 14.4 18.6 12.7 8.6 7.0 12.1 9.1
High 31.8 33.3 33.0 26.0 18.0 12.1 12.6 22.5 29.1
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